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1 God wants us to believe in an Afterlife

1 GOD wants us to believe in an Afterlife, the EternalSoul, Reincarnation and Angels. The human-body has
a beginning and end. The Soul has an Afterlife.
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Introduction
The Soul has completed its Mission. It is ready to leave the physical
body and move on into Afterlife. For relatives, friends, community
there is grieving to be observed.
Afterlife starts with a cremation to make sure the Soul
is released. Cremation releases the Soul. Fire cleanses,
destroying body contagions, releasing the Soul to
move on to the Spiritual Gate.
After death a Relive-Good Prayer or Relive-Bad
Prayer can be used. These prayers ask 1 GOD
to reward or punish a person.
Graveyards are not acceptable they are recycled for other purposes.
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A Gatekeeper Angel decides whether to welcome
the Soul or send it back. A dark Gate the Soul
goes back. A bright Gate a welcomed Soul has its
Judgment-Day.
On Judgment-Day 1 GOD question’s a Soul. After
questioning a Soul moves on to the Purity-Scale.
A Soul relives its' bad and good life-experiences.
Then they are moved to a Life-experiences Vault.
Either a Soul gets another body, is Reincarnated. Or a
Soul has collected enough Life-experiences to become
eternal (Angel). An Angel starts with being Guardian
then Reaper and in due course becoming Gatekeeper.

There are other Angels.
1 GOD calls the Spiritual-Universe: ‘HEAVEN’.
Heaven is where Souls’ become ‘Eternal’.
1GOD calls the Eternal: ‘ANGEL’.

SOUL

you got 1.
1 GOD is the original Soul and Eternal-Soul. The Soul is spiritual.
The Original Soul is 1 GOD both good and bad.
1 GOD created 2 types of Worlds. A Spiritual: 'HEAVEN' and a
physical: 'Universe'. They coexist complementing each other. On day
4 of creation 1 GOD gave every physical lifeform a spiritual companion. A Soul! You got 1.
Note! The Soul's physical human cycle begins at: Birth> growing>
learning> multiplying> teaching> dying> cremation
Why do I exist ? A Soul (Yours) from the Spiritual Universe gets
its instruction (from 1 GOD) on what Life experiences (emotional
and physical) it is to have in the Physical Universe. Instructions are
vague as is to be expected from an imperfect Universe. Giving a Soul
flexibility for completion of its mission. To complete its mission in
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the Physical-Universe the Soul needs a physical appearance (your
body). The reason for Your existence is to help Your Soul gain the Life
experiences it needs to complete its mission.
Life experiences are events you remember until your dying day or
memory loss. These events are dramatic happy (dream come true..)
or unhappy (serious accident..), character building. Custodian Guardian believe that every individual should record their Life experiences
and pass them on: Knowledge Continuity
Why do some people die young? The Life experiences mission
of Your Soul may have been completed at an early stage (infancy) of
existence. Whenever a Life experiences mission is completed the
body is supposed to die. That is why people die at different ages.
A Soul after entering a physical body is given a ‘Mission’ from 1
GOD. The mission is to gain specified ‘Life experiences’. The Soul
delivers these to the ‘Purity Scale’.
A Soul’s physical body is there to make life experiences possible. The
Soul’s relationship with it’s pysical body is volatile, imperfect as are
the Universe.
A Soul and its physical body have 2 Angels assigned to them, both of
them guardian angel (G.A.). 1 guards the mission (e.g. a person has
an accident not part of the mission, a body is dying, the 1st G.A.
makes a miracle happen. Both body and mission are saved). The 2d
G.A. tests’ (temtation) the maturity of a Soul and its moral strength
(conscience).
When a Souls' mission is completed a
physical body dies. Its Soul moves up to
the bright Spiritual Gate. A dark Spiritual
Gate means the 'Gatekeeper Angel' send’s
the Soul back (incomplete mission).
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1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !

Soul Prayer
Dear 1 GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
I feel empty, lost, without purpose
A humble custodian guardian who struggled to be good
A much loved person who fulfilled their mission
Fire frees this Soul for Judgment-Day
A unique Soul missed
For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is said after a person died. Is used at the End-portal
ceremony at the Crematorium.

GRIEF
Bereavement a state of being sad because a family member or friend
died. When a person dies their body has an autopsy, cremation and
an Estate. The Soul starts Afterlife. The people who cared about the
deceased are in a state of bereavement. Bereavement comes in
various emotional stages. The most intense being Grief.
G R I E F unbearable emotional pain after a Loss. Grief
is the most painful, character building Life-experience a
person can experience. One moment everything is
normal, then we suffer a loss and almost unbearable
emotional pain. Pray (Grief-Prayer) keep on praying.
Keep on praying through all stages of grief! It helps!
The 1st reaction maybe numbed disbelief. This can't be happening. 'I
didn't plan this'. Isolation and privacy is needed, lethargy is normal.
Next anger is felt at the cause of the grief, others, oneself, GOD. The
grieving feels regret about missed opportunities. Indulges in self-pity,
self-blame. Some embrace Addictions.
Then the bargaining with GOD and fate starts. If I promise to change
or do this or that will that reverse the loss or take away the pain.
Desperation resulting in wishful thinking.
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Memories lead to reminiscing, reflection and revisiting the past.
Realization of loss sinks in. Numbness and bouts of emptiness,
despair and depression occur.
Eventually managing grief evolves. Now it is time to normalize, reconnect with life around You. Interest in surroundings returns.
Hope returns and planning becomes essential. Reconnect! Friends,
family, community await your comeback.
Go outside. Life's Good! Birds are singing the Sun is shining, go out
and Harmonize!
How can others help? Cheering up won't help, sympathy won't help,
understanding won't help. Patience and support will help.

1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !

Grief Prayer
Dear 1 GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Please Welcome a member of our community
My eyes are flooded with tears
My heart is breaking under unbearable pain
Please comfort me, give me hope and purpose
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
Use this prayer after the loss of a loved 1 !

The human-body has a beginning and end. At its end
a Soul needs to be released. To ensure that a Soul is
released and Afterlife is possible the human-body
must be cremated. If a Soul is not released it exists in
limbo as Ghost.
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Cremation is not only needed to free the Soul but also for health
reasons. The cremation fire cleanses destroying dangerous bacteria,
viruses, insect larvae and fungi that may inhabit the body.
The 'Crematorium' is a Provincial Public service facility.
The facility administers a Morgue, an End-Portal, a garden.
Here the dead have an autopsy, are fare-welled and recycled.
Morgue: All deceased are transported to the morgue for autopsy.
The autopsy needs to establish cause of death, identity of deceased. It
includes a toxicology to establish whether the body was contagious in
anyway and could have infected another human. The Finding decides
what happens next.
A natural death finding, the body is transferred to the 'End-Portal. A
suspicious death finding the body is moved to the 'Criminal investigation Lab'. A contagious death finding the 'Provincial Defense and
Emergency center' (PDEc) is alerted. PDEc picks up the body and
applies relevant quarantine.
Cannibalizing the human-body before during or after autopsy is immoral is criminal. Cannibalizing is removing body-parts, body-fluids,
eggs and sperm. Bodypart cannibalizing is a crime: MS R7
End-Portal: After receiving a body a Cremator prepares the body
and estate distribution information for viewing. Every body is prepared the same way no exceptions. A naked body (humans start life
naked they end life naked) covered by an olive color linen sheet with
only the head visible is placed in a plain cardboard coffin.
A viewing date and time is set any person can come to say farewell.
Viewers may pray silently using the Soul-Prayer and Relive-Good
Prayer or Relive-Bad Prayer, Grief-Prayer.
The Cremator sets a date and time for the Cremation. An Afterlife
mess is held by an Elder from the nearest Gathering.
The coffin is closed cremation proceeds.
A released Soul enters a lit up Spiritual Gate
welcomed by the Gatekeeper...
Mourners receive a plaque each to take home.

1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !
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Relive - Good Prayer
Dear 1 GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Requests that the Good (name) has done deserves extra
recognition (name) represents the good Humankind has
to offer. An inspiration to others
May (name) relive (number) times all the joy of recipients'
of good deeds
For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used for a Good person before or after cremation!

Relive - Bad Prayer
Dear 1 GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Requests that the bad (name) has done deserves extra punishing
(name) represents Evil a blemish on Humankind a repugnant
abomination a fiend
May evil (name) relive (number) times all the suffering of victims
For the Glory of 1 GOD and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used for a Bad person before or after cremation!

Crematorium Garden: A body is recycled via the
cremation ashes. The morning after the cremation
ashes are spread over the Crematorian garden.
Ashes cannot be taken away. They are always
spread over the Crematorium garden.
Note! Prisoners who die in Rehabilitation their ashes
are spread over the Crematorium compost.
Cremation of other things living only applies if their physical
presence is not used in any form of recycling. For cremation (pets,
anything poisonous, sick..). Basically cremation is the same as for
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humans. No cremation (anything eatable or recyclable, composting
material...).

Graveyard funeral a pagan ritual.
Graveyard funerals are unacceptable because
a growing population needs to use the land
more useful. Graveyard funerals may create
Ghosts by not releasing a Soul. Graveyard
funerals are favored by evil elitist showing
off: Expensive coffin, expensive Headstone,
pompous landscaped mausoleum.
Preservatives in food stop body's from decomposing stopping reuse
of graves. Graves encourage crime, robbing and vandalism. Neglected
graves attract vermin,..
No more new Graveyards. Existing Graveyards are closed and dug up.
Remains are to be cremated and ashes spread over the Crematorium
garden. The land is to be used for other purposes.

Cremation is the only acceptable type of funeral !

Judgment-day a part of the 'Cycle of beginning and end and
recycling' (Day2). It is the 2nd stage of Afterlife.
A physical body begins life at conception. A spiritual Soul enters a
body. A physical body ends with Death. After Death the spiritual Soul
leaves the body and heads towards the light of a Spiritual-Gate. A
dark Gate means the Soul goes back (incomplete mission).
A Soul is released by praying and cremation. If it is not
released it exists in limbo as Ghost. No releasing of the
Soul, using Soul-Prayer, cremation; no Judgment-day.
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The physical body is recycled by being cremated and turned into
ashes. The spiritual Soul is Reincarnated.
A welcomed Soul is then questioned by 1 GOD:
1 GOD wants explained what knowledge the person has continuously
accumulated and how this knowledge was used for the benefit of the
local habitat, environment and community.
1 GOD wants explained how his latest message was heeded, spread.
Thousands of years of Evil are coming to an end. 1 GOD wants
explained how the person helped Cage Evil.
Note ! A Soul cannot use excuses, play dumb or lie to 1 GOD.
After explaining the Soul is praised by 1 GOD for its Good
deeds and reprimanded for Failings. The Soul moves on to
the Purity-Scales.

Preparation for Judgment-day!
Learn then Teach; seek, gain and apply Knowledge all your live. Use
all the Knowledge to live in Harmony with yourself, family, community and Environment. Then pass on Life experiences as KnowledgeContinuity (family, work).
Read, follow (repeatedly read, absorb, think, and then act), promote
(tell everyone) the "Law-Giver Manifest" 1 GOD's latest 'Message'!
Disregard all other religious publications.

BE GOOD PUNISH EVIL
A ‘Purity-Scale’ weighs a Soul’s good deeds
and it’s bad deeds. It makes the Soul relive
it’s deeds. The Soul’s life-experiences are
transferred to the ‘Life-Experience Vault.
A Soul's Life-experiences are transferred to the Purity-Scales:
Left side
measures Good deeds
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The left side is down (ê
ê) you done more Good.
Your soul relives all good things you did and the good feelings that
the recipient of your good deed felt. Your soul will not only relive the
good feelings that the recipient of your good deed felt but also the joy
his, her family, friends and pets felt. Your good feelings may be exten
-ded by prayers from recipient of your good deed asking 1 GOD to
multiply the relive-good experience.
The right side is down (ê
ê) you done more Bad deeds.
You will relive the suffering and pain your victims felt. You will not
only relive the suffering and pain of your direct victim but also the suf
-fering and pain of the indirect victims (family, friends, pets...). Your
agony may be extended by prayers from victims asking 1 GOD to mul
-tiply relive-bad deeds. E.g. John Howard the Bully from Down under. A tyrant who invaded 4 countries with his criminal Mates. They
raped, tortured, injured and killed 10's of thousands of people. Destroyed and plundered workplaces, schools and homes leaving 100's of
thousands homeless and millions became refugees. Evil John will relive each and everyone's suffering all millions of them. Furthermore
the C. G. prayed, asked 1 GOD to listen to our Relive-Bad Prayer.
When the reliving stops a Soul's current
memory is erased and transferred to a
Life-Experiences Vault. A Soul is now
Reincarnated and enters a new physical
lifeform.

REINCARNATION
Reincarnation is to be used as apprenticeship by a
Soul towards becoming an Angel. Being an Apprentice a Soul is on a learning curve prone to errors.
As a result life experience might not live up to its
full potential. A similar life experience will need to
be experienced.
Previous life experiences can be gained from any kind of lifeform (bac
-teria, insect, plant, animal, human..). Past life experiences and any
unfinished are used to determine a Soul's next mission and into
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which life form it is Reincarnated (not necessarily human).
A Soul's life experiences accumulate until there are enough to complete the Apprenticeship and become Angel.
Note! Reincarnation ends when the Soul becomes an Angel
(Eternal) with infinitive afterlife in HEAVEN.

ANGEL
A Newly qualified Angel is Welcomed to Heaven by 1 GOD, becomes
eternal and given heavenly pleasures 1st of these is being 'GuardianAngel'. Everytime a new Angel becomes an Eternal. There is great
meriment (music, singing, dancing, laughter,..) in Heaven.

'Guardian-Angel' (G-A) monitor how a Soul's mission
is progressing. G-A interfere when a soul stray's from its
mission or events threaten its mission. G-A methods of
interference: conscience, miracles, vision. Note ! G-A's
are the only Angels that can make themselves be seen by
Humans and all creatures.
A Soul and its physical companion (body) have 2 Guardian-Angel
assigned to them. 1 guards the mission the other tests' (temptation)
the maturity of the Soul and its moral strength (conscience).
A Soul has completed its mission, a G-A tells it that
Judgment-Day is imminent. Folklore describes this
behavior of a G-A as a Reaper or Angel of Death! The
Soul cuts its bond with its body. Flashbacks' occur
the Soul starts moving towards a warm bright all
embracing light.
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A Gatekeeper decides whether to welcome a Soul or send it back.
The Gatekeeper checks each incoming Soul if it
has completed it's Mission & is due, to come in.
Should a mission be unfinished the Soul goes
back into the body(no body to go back, is
assigned a new body).
Gatekeeper administer Judgment-Day, Purity-Scale, Lifeexperiences Vault and supervise Guardian-Angel.

There are other Angel (too complex to understand by humans)
1GOD's Spiritual-Universe is 'HEAVEN'
Heaven is where Souls' become 'Eternal'
1GOD calls the Eternal: 'ANGEL'
1 GOD's expanding Universe wants more Angels!

Deceased
A Deceased person has a community afterlife: Estate, KnowledgeContinuity, Heritage and Traditions. Estate passes on accumulated
knowledge and life experiences, heritage, family traditions and
memorabilia. Estate does not pass on Position (ends with death),
Power (ends with death), all Wealth goes into Government Revenue.
A Deceased person who had raised Children (own, adopted, foster)
becomes 'Immortal'! Those that didn't, 'Don't'! Children make you
'Immortal'!

This concludes the 7 Scrolls.

1GOD’s latest message, Law-Giver Manifest
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